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PROSPECTS FOR IHPROVEDFUSION REACTORS*
R. A. Krakowski and R. L. Hiller

(Los A1.amos National Laboratory, Los Alamos, Nll 87545 USA)
Randy L. Bagenson

(Phillips Petroleum Company, Bartlesville, OK 74006 USA)

I. INTRODUCTION
Ideally, a new energy source ❑ust be capable of displacing old energy sources
while providing both economic opportunities and enhanced environmental
benefits. The attraction of an essentially unlimited fuel supply has
generated a strong impetus to develop advanced fission breeders and, even more
strongly, the exploitation of uuclear fusion. Both fissim and fusion systems
trade a reduced fuel charge for a more capital-intensive plant needed to
utilize a cheaper and more abundant fuel. Results from early conceptual
designs of fusion power plants,l ‘1O however, indicated a capital intensiveness
that could override cost savings promised by an inexpensive fuel cycle. Early
warnings of these problems appeared,ll-lJ and generalized routes to more
economically attractive systems have been suggested;l’ ~ls specific examples
have also recently been gi*’en.16~17 Although a direct reduction in the cost
(and mass) of the fusion power core (FPC, i.e., plasma chamber, first wall,
blanket, shield, coils, and primary structure) most directly reduces the
overall cost of fusion power, with the mass power density (HPD, ratio of net
electric power to FPC mass, kWe/tonne) being suggested as a figure-of-merit in
this respect,18 other technical, safetyienvironmental, and institutional
issues also enter into the definition of and direction for improved fusion
concepts. These latter issuer and related tradeoffs are discussed in
Sec. II., and a few specific examples are given in Sec. 111.

XI. DIRECTIONS FOR IMPROVEMENT
A. Cost-Based Issues. The large FPCC projected for early conceptual reactor
=Igns is reflected in a high unit direct (capital) cost, UDC($/kWe), and a
high- cost of ●lectricity, CGE(mills/kVeh). Estimates of these costs reflect
uncertainties both in the level of physical performance required of the plasma
and in the ccst of individual FPC components that support that plasma.
Uncertainties of - 20-25% in UDC have been estimated, with failure to achieve
the design net power, plasma power density, neutron wall loading, and
materials performance dramatically influencing UDC ●nd COE;i9 depending on the
plant availability factor, p , the uncertainty in COE can equal or ●xceed the

iuncertainty associated with t ● UDC. Both UDC and COE, however, remain as
meaningful figures-of-merit by which to intercompare fusion concepts as well
as comparing fusion with alternative ●nergy sources,

A nuclear power plant can be divided into the Reactor Plant Equipment (RPE,
i.e., the FPC, primary heat transport, ●nd support systems) and th~ Balance of
Plant (BOP).20-2a For fusion power plants using conventional BOPS, the htiE
represented ~ 50% of the total direct cost. with the FPC requiring 25-30% of
●ll direct ●xpmditures; these percentages compare to N 30% and S 5%,
respectively, for identical ●ccounts in ● typical light-water fission
reactor.z’ Table I summarizes tha major cc,stsio-’a for a number of ●arlier
fusion power-plant designs, ●s well as recently improved designs.~4 -2’ Both
the magnitude of and sensitivity to the RPE and (particularly) th, FPC costs,
●s veil ●s required physics and materials performance, point to ● key area
where the ●conomic prospects of fusion can be increased ●nd the ●ssociated
time ●nd risks tequired for commercialization can be decreased~ increased FPC
power density and decr~ase FPC size. Increased HPD, however, will have
implications for safaty,ae ●nvironmental impact, plasma performance,

k’fh is work was suppcrted under the ●uspices of USDOE, Office of Fusion Energy .
.* , ‘)[W<—.—- --.—.... ...— ...!
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18)0riginally reported ●s 742 $/kWe ●nd 23.3 mills/kWeh in 1974 dollars; a
factor of 1.55 converts to common-base 1980 costs.2Q

(b)Based on 1956 $/kVe ●nd 67 ●ills/kWeh in 1983 dollars; factor of 1.21
converts back to common-base 1980 costs.z’

(c)Not ●xplicitly reportad in Ref. 23, but the - 1000-tonne pressure vessel
(including heads) costed at - 50 $/kg would give the listed value.
Reference 23 reports the Nuclear Steam Supply System (NSSS) cost is 20.49%
of the total direct cost.

(d)Originally reported in 1984 dollars, a factor of 1.25 converts to common-
base 1980 costs.zQ

development cost and flexibility, as well as end-product cost (i.e., Uf)C and
COE) .

For the geometrically optimal case, MPD can be increased by Increasing the
plasma pover density, HPD _ I /a sc IYB4, vhere a(m) is the plasma radius,
I (!W/m~) Is the neutron va~l loading, B is the magnetic field, ●nd e is the

1!s ficiency of ❑agnetic-field utilization, Increasing IIPD by thi~ route
requires increased g, but increased M will either incre~se the recirculating
power if resistive coils ●re used or increase the magnet cost for either
superconducting or rstsistive-coil FPCS, ultimately incr~acing the unit FPC
costs ($/kg). These tradeoffs, alon~ vith others to be mentioned, must be
●xamined in the context of specific confinement scheme mnd a self-consistent
reactor design. Designs that promatt higher power density plesmtss while
limiting the total pover viii requi-e better plasma confinement efficiency,

in plasmas of smaller dimensions (total fusion powar, PF = XERT/a
?~rm +:~~ $8’ a/XE nominally constant). In ●ddition to placing more demands
on phys cs through increased f! ●nd decreased )(E, the ●chievement of direct
cost reductions ●nd insensitivity to FPC physics ●nd toehnology through
increased lfPC can impact costs in other areas, listed as follows!

* Increased I leads to increased nucltimr-afterheat potmr density,
decreasing ?he degree of inherent safety ●nd possibly adding costs
associated vith plant safety systemc.
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0 Increased Iv may be accompanied by increased heat flux, perhaps
requiring special high-heat-flux materials, adding to FPC unit cost and
possibly limiting materials choices, particularly as related to
reductions in long-term radioactivity generation.

●

o Increased Iv may require separate surface (first vans, limiters) and
bulk-heating (blankets) coolants, decreasing thermal-conversion
●fficiency, ~H, and adding to FPC, RPE. and BOP unit costs.

t Already noted vas the possibility for increased recirculating power
fraction, c, if thin blankets and/or resistive coils are utilized to
increase HPD; the tradeoff associated vith the FPC versus c tradeoff is
strongly dependent upon concept (Sec. III.). Increased s vill also lead
to increased BOP thermal ratings and associated costs.

On the other side of the ledger, hovever, smaller higher-pover-density FPCS
offer the folloving potential improvements beyond the reduction of direct
cost :

t Increased FPC operational flexibility related to single- (or fever-)
piece maintenance of the reactor torus resulting in an: ability to
sustain and recover from sigrlificant FPC breakdowns; ability to conduct
significant testing on a fully-assembled FPC prior to nuclear service;
●bility to incorporate innovation and improve FPC throughout plant life

o Reduced impact of physics and technology uncertainties on cverall cost
of fusion pover

o Here rapid development of ‘learning cllrves,” more closely coupled
feedback to developing exp(?rience base, early assembly of reliability
database

Although not directly reflected in present costing models, these advantages
nevertheless combine to promise a gmerally less-expensive, bolder, and faster
development path tovards a competit:lve fusion ●rid-product.

B. Utility-Based Issues. In addition to capital and life-cycle energy cost,
the ●ttractiveness of a new energy source also depends on construction lead-
time ●nd financial risks. If a new plant were available to the utility at low
overall cost, substitution of new capacity for aged and uneconomic units vould
be ●couraged; this nev capacity vould create forces to decrease the cost of
●nergy, increasing both demand ●ncl the capacity to fulfill it, On the other
hand, if large capital outlays combine with long lead-time, as is the case
presently in the U.S., the utility vill minimize financial risks by
constrl!cting short-lead-time! low-capacjty (< 300 We) plants, or more likely
●mphasize conservation, better load-management, extension of existing (aged)
plant “L~fe, ●nd use of short-term, high-fuel-cost options; in the U.S., these
fuel costs ●re passed to the consumer through the rate base, unlike the time-
related costs of delayed construction that directly impact the utility. The
tptimal s~xe uf a pover plant from the utility perspective depends largely on
the utilj.cy structure, vith incremer~tal suppli-s totaling not more than 10X of
the tetal grid being desirable. rhe appeal of the fusion reactor, like that
of fission today,)o is ●xperted to be sensitive to properties of the reactor
such m optimal unit capacity, construction lead-time, plant reliability, and
risks C? ‘tong-term outages.
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These utility-based issues strongly, but less-quantitatively, will shape the
direction for improved fusion systems. The present trend in the U.S. towards
sndl, short-lead-time power plants may be short-termed, but nevertheless this
trend shapes a window for fusion that may be difficult to meet by past
conceptual designs.1 ’10 The long-range nature of fusion pover~ however? makes
reasonable the focus on improvements in UDC and COE rather than the issues of
small capacity and utility acceptance based on present-day financial pressures
and energy demands.

111. SPECIFIC APPROACHESFOR IHPROVEHENT
The main classes of magnetic confinement systems presently under study are
shown in Fig. 1.; systems supporting large plasma currents are positioned on
the left and those containing little or no plasma current being are positioned
on the right. The latter systems are dominated by externally imposed axial or
toroidal magnetic fields and, therefore, generally require large
superconductifig coils. Confinement systems located on the left support more
of the plasma pressure by internal plasma currents, are to varying degrees
poloidal-field dominated (PFD), and have reduced requirements for externally
imposed magnetic fields; the PFD concepts tt-t can utilize resistive coils
require minimal blanket/shield thicknesses compared to superconducting

Fig. 1. Options for ❑agnetic fusion. The higher-beta options for the tokamak
include the spherical torus, ST2’~31; the elongated torus, ETJ~; and
operation in the second stability region, SSR.S3 The stellarator,
torsatron, and heliotron systems are grouped as S/T/H.7#8V3~P>S As for
the S/T/H, the bumpy torusg can be viewed in terms of plasma
confinement on drift surfaces, this usually large system projecting
compactness when formed into a square or high-order polyhedron.Js The
reversed-field pinch, RFPzs~~s is the first significant step away from
the standard tokamak as a PFD system. The Dense Z-Pinch, DZP,J7 and
compact torid (CT) spheromai:’ have no toroidal or ●xial field outside
the plasma, The field-reversed configuration, FRC,3S is a CT with no
toroidal field, either inside or outside the plasma. The tandem
mirrorl” ?3S embodies characteristics of both FRCS, S/T/Hs, and bumpy
tori/sqvarest including the use of high-field superconducting and
resistive coils, drjft surfaces, energetic electron rings, and linear
central geometry.
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systems, and a considerable reduction in the FPC mass and cost is envisaged.
The prognoses for improved reactors given herein is based on the RFP,
spheromak, and the ST tokamak. Each concept is briefly described in the
following sections, with Table II summarizing key reactor parameters. The
dependence of COE(constant 1986 dollars) on UPD, neutron wall loading, and net
electric power is given for each concept on Fig. 2.

A. Reversed-Field Pinch (RFP). The RFP is emerging as an attractive reactor
concept because of encouraging physics results’”~’l and because of inherent
properties that promise compact, high-power-density reactors.25~26 As for the
tokamak, the poloidal field, Be, is generated by toroidal plasma currents, I ,
but the toroidal field, B , within the plasma is comparable to B a d

$
t

decreases through zero to a s all negative value (hence, the name RFP) ou side?
the plasma. The RFP engineering features, therefore, are dominated by the
need to generate and sustain large poloidal fields, which decrease inversely
with distance from ths plasma. The resulting high-beta plasma is particularly
amenable to confinement by low-field copper-alloy coils that can be separated
from the plasma by the minimum thickness (0.5-0.7 m) required for a blanket to
breed tritium and to recover the fusion energy efficiently (> 99%); the
absence of thick shields required of superconductors considerably reduces the
mass of both coil and bLsnket/shield systems, projecting 1,000-2,000 tonne
FPCS rather than 20,000-30,000 tonne units enviraged for superconduct~ng
reactors of comparable power output.’~l” In addition ti~ operating with plasma
current densities that are sufficient for ohmic heating the plasma to
ignition, considerably simplifying an otherwise major complexity for fusion,

TABLEII
PARANETERSUNNARYOF

RECENTRESISTIVE-COIL~ FORNED AT LOSAL4HOS

CRFPR2s ATR/ ST~4
CliFFR(20) 7

Not ●lectric pobw, pE(~e) lobo lobo 1000.
Plasma minor dimensions, ●/b(m) 0:71 1:42 1.50/4.50
Plasma major toroidal radius, ~(m) 3.90 7.60 2.70
A8p@ct ratio, A = R/a 1.8
Plasma volume, V (mJ) 3;:;1 30::: 358.
Average phsae d~nsity, n(l@O/m)) 6.55 2.3 1.63
PlasDa tamp~rature, T(keV) 10. 10. 15.
Plasma ●nergy, V (GJ) 0.12 0.34 0.43
?iold ●rmgy, WB!GJ) 1.7
Total thermal pover, Pn(Wt) 3,b72. 3,6;;: 3,7:;:
Recirculating pover fraction, l/0~ O*2O U.22 0.25
Thwmal conv~rsion ●fficiencY. &tI 0.36 0.36 0.36
Na
Na
P1

1000.
1.12/3.72
1089

~~on firsj~ll loJh~,%[L~m:j’E) fi:~’ S.0
It plant ●fficiency, 0.28 0.27

5.07
,ssma pover dansity, Pp/Vp(fi@) 70.4 9.6 0.5
waga b~ta! 6 0$13 0.13 o#191
,ald ●t phsmm, B (T)(’) 5,2 3,0 z,77(2.67) 5.0
,@ld ●t coil, B (?) 3.0-4.0 2.5-3.0 d.O
.asma thor-al dfffusivity, ,lq(m2/s) 0,41 0.54 0.72 ;:;3
.asma current, I (NA) 18.4 21.6 46.2 47,3
,asma current d~~sity~ j+(mfmz) 1106 3,4 2.2 4.3

:Uwn;ps!)
359. 1,042. 2,120. 321.

1,117. -2,000. 6,492. 820.
~C powm dcn ity, P N
m power dwmity, ‘f800!~?~~$~/tenne) 89!: 7

3.5 1.8 10.7
-500. 1s4. 1,200,

DCunit cost ($/kg) 45, 42. 45. TBD

105.2
2.3

20.
0.23
1.5

3,4:d
0021
0.36
0.28

19.8
26.0

0.10

?e)Valu~s in pmanthww •r~ on-axis vacuum fiddrn, valuas for CRFPR and (XR
corroapond to plasma cdgo, outboard ●quatorial plane.
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Fig. 2. Dependence of reactor cost on FPC mass power density, neutron wall
loading, and net electric power for the RFP, Spheromak (CSR) and
spherical torus (ST) reactors.

the close coupling of toroidal and poloidal currents (fields) in the near-
minimum-ener~y RFP plasma’z promises a unique means to rectify externally
applied volt~ge oscillations and to drive the plasma current with no net
change in the poloidal flux linking the torus; the very mechanism that
sustains the q ● (B /Be)(a/~) << 1

t
RFP configuration promises a means fo~

low-frequency, non-in rusive current drive.4J Furthermore, sustainment through
the dynamo effect can be used to ramp slowly the toroidal current and to
create internal toroidal flux. Given the ability to form slowly and then to
sustain the RFP configuration, the transport scaling of these high-beta,
ohmically heated discharges to the reactor regime become of paramount
interest. The observed transport scaling predicts approaches to ignition and
burn that emphasize increased plasma current and select plasma size primarily
to meet constraints related to heat-transfer and plasma-wall interactions.
Plasma performance and the technology of the plasma-wall interaction, however,
become linked early into the development of the RFP.

B. S heromak Corn act Torus (CT}.
-s, co%ucting wall

A CT is an axisymmet).ic torus that has no
s, or vacuum surfaces linking the torus. The

high-e (0.8-1.0) FRC requ.res only poloidal field and at, elongated (prolate)
form for stability. The spheromak is a CT with both Beard B

t
fields, and,

like the RFP, both field components in the oblate spheromak a e comparable in
magnitude and are generally configured into a near-minimum-energy stateo42
Spheromaks have been generated using magnetized co-axial plasma guns [CTX,44
BETA-1145], combined fast-pulsed Z- and f%pinch techniques (PS-1),4S and
electrodeless flux-core formation techniques (S-1).47 Reactor projections have
been made for spheromaks formed by flux-core4a and magnetized-gun27
techniques.

In addition to the attributes of strong ohmic heating, high beta, arl~ the
efficient use of resistive (equilibrium) coils to give a high tlPD, the simply
connected CT magnetic geometry further reduces the economic Impact of the FPC.
Formation techniques based on a magnetized co-axial electrode also promise an
●xe-reactor dlvertor for impurity control as well as the proper arrangement of
●loctrndes to sustain the configuration with an externally applied dc voltage;
dc curtient drive through electrodes immersed in the plasma scrapeoff may be
possible, Hence, toroidal flux @merging from the magnetized-gun ●lectrodes
links a small fraction of pololdal flux at the outer flux surfaces, and linked
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poloidal/toroidal vagnetic flux is injected at a rate required to sustain the
plasma against resistive decay of the magnetic configuration as well as
supplying power losses incurred in the divertor and the edge-plasma regions.
Experimental evidence has been reported for such sustainment over ten
magnetic-energy decay times.44 The development of cleaner and more energy-
efficient electrode systems, along with improved confinement, represents key
areas of research for the spheromak.

C. Spherical Torus (ST) Tokamak. The plasma performance for the tokamak as
measured by )(E, l% and current drive, generally depends strongly on plasma
shape (e.g., aspect ratio, I/c . IL#a, elongation, K, triangularity, and
indentation) and current profile. For a given value of q ~ 2-3, critical beta
limits increase with c or I ,

$9
tends also to increase with I , but high-

frequency current drive exp cte ly becomes more power intensive ~t high values
of I.

$
Coupled with the goal to reduce FPC size and cost by reducing the

plas a ❑ajor radius, the ST concept has emergedJl with l/& = 1.5-2.0,
I = 15-30 MA, q =2.S, and 13> 0.2.

t
The ST reactor embodiment2q requires all

s ructure except the toroidal-field-coil return conductor to be eliminated
from the region inboard of the plasma. Conventional tokamak equilibrium
considerations cause a natural plasma elongation of K = 1.5-2.0 for these low-
aspect-ratio systems, and, although q = 2.5 on average, Be can be comparable
to B at the plasma outboard side; high-beta plasmas with reduced toroidal
field~ result. Significant paramagnetism is also predicted for the
equilibrium ST configuration , wherein the on-axis toroidal field can exceeci
the vacuum field by a factor of - 2. A tokamak configuration results that in
shape outwardly resembles that of a spheromak with a hard-core conductor,
exhibits a paramagnetism like that more strongly operative in RFPs and
spheromaks, but is stablized according to traditional tokamak lore (q > 2-3).
A non-inductive ❑eans is needed both to initiate and to drive the large
toroidal current; while high-frequency waves may drive current in low-density
plasma, the strong paramagnetism makes tempting the postulate that
oscillating-field current drive4q may be applicable to the ST to~amak as well.
The ST concept remains to be tested experimentally.sl

IV. SUMMARYANDCONCLUSIONS
When the projection uf power and utility needs, safety and environment issues,
and the general cost and time scale for the development of fusion are combined
with minimum capital and energy costs needed for the penetration of a future
energy market, the direction for improved fusion concepts is determined by
complex and other opposing tradeoffs. Comparisons of past fusion reactor
projections with those for competitive energy sources, however, show the need
to reduce the size and cost of the FPC and associated RPE. Recognizing other
constraints, the ❑ain thrust of most recent fusion reactor studies has been to
Increase the reactor tfPD. The predictions of competitive fusion for
tlPD ~ 100-200 kWe/tonne by generic fusion-reactor studiesls are in line with
this trend of improved economics in the sequence: thermal
solar + UWMAK-Ii + STARFIRE4/!lARSi0 + GENEROWiKIS+ (MINItlARSp39 ATR/ST,z4
RFP,Z3 CSR,27 other). The concept of HPD is valuable in tracing this
improvement as well as the increased physics goals thereby represented. A
long list of issues other than HPD, however, enter into the quest for economic
fusion, The purpose of fusion-reactor conceptual design studies is to bring
these other factors into the overall evaluation of fusion. The tlPD, however,
remains as one important figure of merit by which to monitor that
●valuation.i~

A number of options exist significantly improving the prospects for commercial
fusion power based on the principal ~okamak as well e? other concepts. One
Important direction for significant improvement is towards systems that assume
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more of the task of plasma confinement, heating, and sustainment through self-
generated fields rather than by imposing these functions ●xclv.sively on
complex and costly engineering systems that surround a low-power-density
plasma. Systems that are dominated by poloidal field offer unique promise to
reduce coil and, hence, FPC size, and to some degree may include tokamak
variants. Although the tokamak physics database is better developed than that
for PFD systems like the RFP or spheromak, the degree to which these advanced
tokamaks must extrapolate from that database is not unlike that for the other
approaches. Recent advances in these other concepts have been impressive, and
the promise is great for development paths that alter considerably the
previously assumed ttend of ever-escalating device si~e and cost. A less
costly but bolder and more flexible development path to commercial fusion is
anticipated for both these PFD systems as well as appropriately tailored
variants of the tokamak. The direction for improved fusion systems is multi-
faceted, with increased HPD being one of a number of important approaches.
The progress represented on the design evolution depicted on Tab? : II, provide
a positive indication that fusion is on the right track and ultimately will
lead to an economic and environmentally attractive source of long-term energy.
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